Class VII
Final Examination
Theory / 35
Name

Oral / 15
Total / 50

Class/Section

Part I Choose the Correct Answer.

(6 ×0.5 = 3.0 marks)

1. The King who captured the city of Jerusalem in BC 606.
(Ahasuerus, Cyrus, Nebuchadnezzrer)
2. In the lesson of Miraculous fishing, the number of fishes caught by
Peter.
(151, 152, 153)
3. The place in between prakaram and sanctuary is known as
(Kesthruma, Bezgaza, Sepulchre)
4. The holy church celebrates the feast of the Simeon Desthuno on
(July 17, July 30, June 29)
5. The word Thronos means
(Thick rope, Tomb, Seat)
6. Drahma was a coin used at the time of Jesus made of
(Copper, Silver, Gold)
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Part II

Fill Up the Blanks.

(6 ×1 = 6.0 marks)

1. Women should stand on the --------------------------- and men on the
--------------in the outer court.
2. On the -------------day of the month of adar, the ----------month, the Jews
gained victory by taking revenge on their enemies.
3. ------------------and --------------are the representatives of divine laws and
the prophets respectively.
4. Never depend on -----------------because it does not give---------------------.
5. The true faithful is one who believes in God firmly, both in ---------------and ------------alike.
6. Likewise in the Sanctuary there is the ---------------------in the place of
manna and ---------------------in the place of tables of covenant.

Part III Match the following.

(7 ×0.5= 3.5marks)

1. Inner house

a. Teman

2. Rock

b. Hammedatha

3. Disciple of Paul

c. Kepho

4. Father of Simon

d. Sanctuary

5. Friend of Job

e. Jonah

6. Inner court

f. Timothy

7. Father of Haman

g. Harem
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Part IV State True or False (Write True or False) (5 ×1= 5marks)
1. Job was a Jew.

2. God accepts conditionally any sinner, if he repents and comes back.

3. Mor Gregorios Yoohanon was born in the village of Siz in Antioch.

4. Mondalam is built on the eastern side of the prakaram at a slightly lower
level.

5. St Mathew and St Mark have recorded that Jesus, went up to the
mountain, with three disciples; “after six days”.
Part V Annotate the following (Who told to whom)(5 ×1= 5marks)
1. “But in this you are not right. I will answer you”

2. “Lord, it is good for us to be here”

3. “ What shall be done unto the man, whom the King delighteth to honour?”

4. “My eyes and my heart will be there for all time”
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5. “ O! Lord God, the powerful, let not the hands of men”

Part VI Answer the following in one or two sentences.(5 ×1.5= 7.5marks)
1. Write any two important truths that we can learn from the appearance of
Moses and Elijah at the time of transfiguration.

2. Why was Queen Vashti removed from her position?

3. If a camel had to pass through the eye of needle of Jerusalem the load on
its back should be removed and should kneel down. In comparison what
should a rich man do to enter the everlasting life?

4. Whom do the father, elder son and the younger son represent in the
parable of the prodigal son?
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5. What is meant by Esthanoye? Why is Mor Simeon called St.Simeon
Desthuno?

PART VII Write short notes (Choose any two) (3 sentences or more) (2
×2.5= 5marks )

1. Explain, how does a Church resemble Paradise?

3. Bar Ebraya- the sea of knowledge.
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3. Faith of Job.

4. Transfiguration of Jesus Christ.
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